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Abstract: Social multimedia traffic is growing exponentially with the increased usage and continuous development of services and applications based on multimedia. Quality of Service (QoS), Quality of Information (QoI), scalability, reliability and such factors that are essential for social multimedia networks are realized by secure data transmission. For delivering actionable and timely insights in order to meet the growing demands of the user, multimedia analytics is performed by means of a trust-based paradigm. Efficient management and control of the network is facilitated by limiting certain capabilities such as energy-aware networking and runtime security in Software Defined Networks. In social multimedia context, suspicious flow detection is performed by a hybrid deep learning based anomaly detection scheme in order to enhance the SDN reliability. The entire process is divided into two modules namely – Abnormal activities detection using support vector machine based on Gradient descent and improved restricted Boltzmann machine which facilitates the anomaly detection module, and satisfying the strict requirements of QoS like low latency and high bandwidth in SDN using end-to-end data delivery module. In social multimedia, data delivery and anomaly detection services are essential in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the system. For this purpose, we use benchmark datasets as well as real time evaluation to experimentally evaluate the proposed scheme. Detection of malicious events like confidential data collection, profile cloning and identity theft are performed to analyze the performance of the system using CMU-based insider threat dataset for large scale analysis.
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1. Introduction

The popularity of social networking has improved with the expansion of web from web of things to web of thoughts [1]. For societies, groups as well as individuals, creation of new opportunities is made possible by understanding the human behaviour on a dynamic basis, making this the richest and largest technology. The total social-media users that are active sums up to around three billion worldwide out of the four billion internet users according to insights into world social media [2], [3]. There is an unprecedented growth in the multimedia content with the social network proliferation. The ever
growing and vibrant pool of data imposes several challenges in gaining meaningful insights due to the object oriented and content driven nature of social multimedia. Private and sensitive user data and interactions are available in social networks along with substantial multimedia content. Identity theft and other information theft occurs due to the high vulnerability of personal information and abundant readily available data [4]. The underlying architecture faces two major challenges namely security and interoperability. While maintaining the security at an adequate level, social multimedia information has to be managed and analysed for enabling pervasive and scalable communication [5].

The multimedia content is growing in an unprecedented manner across internet with the growing popularity of social networks. Along with this prolific development, a wide variety of attacks are launched by intruders on the internet industry in terms of obfuscated malicious URL, malware distribution, account hijacking, phishing attacks and impersonation attacks. The social networking sites and their widespread popularity is exploited by these attacks. The major challenges faced by the research community in terms of social media content are security and interoperability [6]. Overcoming these issues is the need of the hour by designing and developing scalable and pervasive communication paradigm.

2. Related Works

In various multimedia applications like online gaming, real-time content delivery, video conferencing, remote video-on-demand and so on, despite the perpetrated attacks of the malicious users, the network can be protected using several anomaly detection models designed by the cybersecurity researchers [7]. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Stacked Auto-Encoders, Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM), Deep Belief Network (DBN), Convolution Neural Network (CNN), and such deep learning architectures are used widely. In order to extricate spatiotemporal data from the inputs, 3 dimensional CNN is used in the videos for abnormal event detection [8]. The SVM’s probabilistic outputs decides the intra-frame classification strategies and stacked sparse coding for detecting unusual events in multimedia such as videos. In crowded activities, anomalies can be detected using CNN [9].

The performance of Convolutional Autoencoder (CAE) and influence of anomaly detection technique by analysis of input frames for high-level feature aggregation is performed by researchers [10]. A combination of multiple one-class SVM models and deep neural networks for anomaly detection in video data based on Motion and Appearance DeepNet model is proposed. In order to explore the patterns of video events, a deep Gaussian mixture model is used and feature learning is performed using PCANet for abnormal event detection using deep learning techniques [11-13]. Long-Short Term Memory and CNN schemes are integrated for detection of abnormal emotions in social media using a propounded a hybrid neural network model. In comparison with the existing machine learning algorithms, pattern recognition applications widely makes use of these techniques due to their representation learning and end-to-end training [14]. The combination of reinforcement learning along with these techniques is of potential benefits as massive amount of data requires computationally expensive techniques for training using deep learning methods.
3. Proposed Work

SDN platform assisted end-to-end delivery for social multimedia domain for detection of network anomaly is presented in this paper. Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) based ensemble approach is presented for detection of anomaly. Gradient descent approach and mixed kernel function encapsulation schemes are applied for improving the SVM by incorporating the dropout functionality for revamping the performance of RBM. We design a routing scheme for multi-objective flow based SDN and delivery of end-to-end social media traffic [15]. Energy utilization and consumption, bandwidth, latency and such trade-offs exists on implementation of this scheme. The benchmark as well as real-time datasets are used for evaluation of the performance of the designed model.

![Figure 1: Anomaly Detection Framework System model](image)

From the physical network topology, the network control plane is decoupled using dynamic and scalable reconfigurable architecture of the SDN in this setup. Without altering the fundamental physical network components, the standard interfaces, SDN controller and centralized controller are used for implementation of the network control decisions on integration of SDN. In multiple server based applications and operations of multimedia service, in order to maintain load balancing, various nodes can interact with each other due to its programming ability [16]. The control centers maintains all the intelligent data and the multimedia devices are considered dumb. Hence, along with reliable and fast communication, convenient control is also offered by embedding SDN in multimedia analytics. As shown in Figure 1, in order to provide Quality of Experience (QoE), data delivery module and anomaly detection module are implemented in the proposed framework.
4. Results and Discussion

The proposed model is evaluated with a real-time social multimedia dataset. Across the time horizon, anomalous traffic is injected for evaluation of the considered dataset. The total packets for malicious and benign instances are analyzed. Substantial amount of anomalies are detected in the generated dataset based on the results of analysis. The relevant feature sets are extracted by employing dropout functionality based improved RBM in the first phase. The designed RBM performance is further analyzed. With the increase in number of data packets, the classification error rate reduces considerably by the dropout functionality based RBM. In case of standard RBM that does not contain dropout functionality, a similar trend is observed. However, in comparison with the later, the former RBM exhibits improved performance.

![Figure 2: Real-time dataset based evaluation of proposed model](image)

The designed SVM powered with mixed kernel and gradient descent is used for classification of instances of data proposed anomaly detection model in the next phase. The proposed model is compared with three other variants for evaluation of performance namely standard SVM and RBM, standard gradient descent (GDSVM) and RBM and GDSVM and dropout coupled RBM (DRBM). The results comparing these three models is estimated and analyzed. Based on this analysis, it is evident that, when compared with the other techniques, the proposed model offers improved performance with a 0.97 highest area under the curve (AUC). The RBM+SVM offers performance of 0.93, RBM+GDSVM offers performance of 0.94, and DRBM+GDSVM offers performance of 0.97 under the proposed model.

KDD’99 dataset is tested and evaluated extensively for the proposed anomaly detection model with respect to the existing state-of-the-art models. Table 1 provides the captured traffic snippets of the user access to different social networking platforms such as WhatsApp, Instagram, twitter, Facebook etc. in which HTTP requests are available in majority. On analysis on the KDD’99 dataset with the
proposed model, the major performance parameters such as F-score, precision, accuracy, FPR and DR are recorded and summarized. The probe data instances is 99.03%, R2L at 99%, U2R at 98.9%, DOS at 99% and normal at 99% are the values corresponding the detection rate evaluation. Based on the results obtained, on comparison, it is evident that the U2R attacks are least detected when compared to DOS attacks. U2R offers highest detection rate and FPR offers minimum detection rate on similar lines. Figure 3 represents the accuracy percentage across various class types obtained in detecting probe data, R2L, U2R, DOS and normal instances. F-score parameters and precision is also analyzed to observe the performance of the proposed scheme.

Table 1: Network traffic characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Burst Rate</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>HTTP Count</th>
<th>Packet Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capture 1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>12100</td>
<td>320856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>13230</td>
<td>316728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8820</td>
<td>316523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>8290</td>
<td>318344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11070</td>
<td>321345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>9740</td>
<td>319453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>10440</td>
<td>314532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>11010</td>
<td>319365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>10840</td>
<td>316845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture 10</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>10610</td>
<td>316084</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Benchmark KDD’99 dataset based evaluation on proposed model

A reference data base CMU insider threat dataset is chosen for the proposed anomaly detection module for evaluating the effectiveness. The insider threats and other social networking attacks are crucial classes that are depicted by the datasets. This acts as the motivation for the evaluation work described in this paper. File transfer, email log files and device connections along with web-browsing logs are the major publicly available datasets that are exposed to insider threat analysis. Here we have considered around 14GB of this data for analysis. On the concept of deep autoencoders, the existing scheme is analyzed on a comparative basis with this dataset.
Over a time duration of 1.5 years, the activity log of about thousand insiders that are user-specific are used for depicting the datasets. psychometric.csv, http.csv, email.csv, file.csv, device.csv, and logon.csv are some of the available datasets and user activity logs available in different files. Three different scenarios of insider attacks are used for defining the dataset. The first scenario depicts the case where passwords are obtained by the user by installing keylogger. The second scenario represents theft of confidential information by a user and the third scenario depicts the user’s abnormal behavior. Comparison of the proposed anomaly detection module for performance evaluation on the basis of these three scenarios is done. F-score, recall and precision factors and their supremacy is used for alignment of the existing scheme in comparison with the proposed scheme.

5. Conclusion

Today’s networks are exposed to several risks of network security due to the growing popularity of Social media networking platforms like twitter, WhatsApp, Instagram, Facebook and so on. For end-to-end delivery of the fundamental information, it is essential to monitor and analyze the real time traffic of social media. The data delivery module enabled with SDN is coupled with a real-time anomaly detection scheme to offer a solution to the above mentioned problem. For efficient detection of anomalies, the gradient-descent approach is combined with the mixed kernel SVM encapsulation along with the dropout functionality enabled improved RBM are enabled which offer several advantages to the system. Based on the SDN, a routing scheme with multi-objective flow is enabled for efficient delivery of data. When compared with the existing state-of-the-art models, the proposed model offers impressive outcomes on evaluation with benchmark as well as real-time datasets. The datasets like CMU, KDD’99 and TIET are used in which the detection rate of over 99% is achieved on application of the proposed schemes. Smart homes, unmanned aerial vehicles, intelligent transportation systems, smart grids and so on are some of the applications in which the proposed framework can be implemented.
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